TCI® 29.2 Lightweight Flexplates For BBC/SBC & GM LS Applications
Offer Heavy-Duty Strength, Less Weight
Ashland, MS – A new one-piece flexplate from TCI® offers heavy-duty strength with less weight for high-RPM Small
and Big Block Chevrolet, as well as GM LS, applications.
The SFI 29.2-certified flexplate is made from 4140 forged steel and features a hobbed-on ring gear and laser-welded
converter spacers. Gas nitriding provides for extra surface hardness and strength, while CNC-milled pockets and
lightening holes reduce the flexplate’s rotating mass and drop overall weight. The SBC/BBC flexplate weighs just 5.3
pounds, while the LS flexplate weighs 6.11 pounds. E-coating offers corrosion protection.
Built to withstand 12,000-plus RPM, the flexplate is a heavy-duty OEM replacement that accepts a converter with LS1 or
Small or Big Block Chevrolet bolt pattern.

Quick Facts
Product: TCI® 29.2 Lightweight Flexplates for BBC/SBC
& GM LS Applications
Part Number: #399853LW (LS); #399870LW
(BBC/SBC)
Street Price: $369.95 (#399853LW); $299.99
(#399870LW)
Social Media Pitch: TCI® 29.2 Lightweight Flexplates for
BBC/SBS & GM LS applications can withstand 12,000
RPM
Features & Benefits:
 SFI 29.2 certified
 Gas-nitrided 4140 forged steel
 CNC-milled pockets and lightening holes reduce
rotating mass & overall weight
 Feature hobbed-on ring gear
 SBC/BBC flexplate weighs 5.3 lbs, while LS flexplate
weighs 6.11 lbs.
About TCI®
When TCI® opened its doors in 1968, it was a modest operation dedicated to delivering high performance transmission-related parts to
a small group of drag racers. From those humble beginnings in Memphis, TN, TCI® has grown to be one of the largest and most
technologically advanced manufacturers of high performance aftermarket drivetrain products. Now located in Ashland, MS, some 45
miles from parent company the COMP Performance Group™, TCI ® continues to set trends and expand its line of quality transmission,
torque converter and accessory parts. For more information about TCI® and its products, visit us online at www.tciauto.com, or call us
at 1.888.776.9824. Also follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/TCIAuto or Twitter at twitter.com/TCIAuto, or visit our YouTube
channel at CPGNationTV.com.
Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com, 901.795.2400 ext. 1237.

